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STRICTLY EMBARGOED UNTIL 1.00 GMT, 24 July 2002

Norway still first, US sixth in human
development
Despite financial crises, East Asian economies made major 
advances in the 1990s, but countries in Africa and the 
former Soviet Union slipped further behind

Manila, 24 July 2002—The Human Development Report released data today that shows

substantial progress over the last decades in the level of human development in most

parts of the world. But the Report calls attention to tragic exceptions in Eastern and

Central Europe, the former Soviet Union and sub-Saharan Africa, where many countries

actually have a lower HDI today than they did at the start of the 1990s. In some cases,

HDI is lower than in 1975. More than 60 countries, from different parts of the world, have

lower income per head today than they did before 1990—and in 26 countries, incomes

are lower than in 1980.

The annually updated Human Development Index (HDI) this year ranks 173 countries

by a composite measure of life expectancy, education, and income per person. Norway

remains at the top of the HDI, with Sweden, Canada and Belgium close behind, displacing

Australia and outranking the United States. But the rankings between countries are very

close: Australia, for example, has dropped from second to fifth place, but the difference

between these ranks is miniscule.

Changes at the bottom of the rankings have also been very limited. Sierra Leone is still

ranked last, with the bottom 24 countries on the Index all in sub-Saharan Africa.

However, there have been major changes in the rankings since 1990:

% At the top of the index, Norway has shot up six places since 1990, and Sweden and

Australia have both risen nine places. The United States, Iceland, and France have all

dropped four places over the period. Japan has fallen five and Switzerland six.

% In East Asia, many economies have made striking progress since 1990, despite 

the financial crises that hit the region toward the end of the decade. China has risen

www.undp.org/hdr2002
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furthest, with an increase of 14 places. Singapore and the Republic of Korea have both moved up

eight places, Thailand has risen 10, and Malaysia has risen 12.

% As many as nine countries in Latin America and the Caribbean have also risen five places or more

since 1990, including Chile, Costa Rica and Panama.

% At the same time, the pain of economic transition has taken its toll in many Eastern and Central

European countries and the former Soviet Union. The Russian Federation and Ukraine have fallen 

by 20 places since 1990—and Moldova and Tajikistan have fallen by 30 or more places. Only

Hungary and Poland buck the trend, moving up by five and eight ranks respectively since 1990.

“The data tells us two stories. First, there have been tragic reversals. Second, rapid progress is pos-

sible,” stated Mark Malloch Brown, Administrator of UNDP, the agency that commissions the annual

Report.“The eight Millennium Development Goals that were endorsed by 189 countries at the historic

United Nations Millennium Summit nearly two years ago provide a framework in which all countries

can move forward. But if the world is to achieve them, poor countries will have to redouble their com-

mitment to social, economic and political reforms while rich countries have to make firm commitments

to providing trade opportunities, increased aid and other resources.”

DECLINING PER CAPITA INCOME 

Income lower now than in:

1975 1976-801 1981-851 1986-901

Jamaica Angola Albania Armenia
Madagascar Bolivia Algeria Azerbaijan

Central African Republic Comoros Bahamas
Chad Congo Belarus
Côte d'Ivoire Ethiopia Bulgaria
El Salvador Gambia Cameroon
Gabon Georgia Croatia
Ghana Paraguay Estonia
Guatemala Peru Jordan
Haiti Philippines Kazakhstan
Honduras Rwanda Kenya
Iran, Islamic Rep. of Sierra Leone Kyrgyzstan
Kuwait South Africa Latvia
Mali Trinidad and Tobago Lithuania
Mauritania Macedonia, TFYR
Namibia Moldova, Rep. of
Nicaragua Mongolia
Niger Romania
Nigeria Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia Tajikistan
Senegal Turkmenistan
Togo Ukraine
Venezuela Uzbekistan
Zambia

1
Data refer to year during the period specified.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT: Every year since 1990, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

has commissioned the Human Development Report (www.undp.org/hdro) by an independent team

of experts to explore major issues of global concern. A worldwide advisory network of leaders in 

academia, government and civil society contribute data, ideas, and best practices to support the 

analysis and proposals published in the report.The concept of Human Development looks beyond per

capita income, human resource development, and basic needs as a measure of human progress and

also assesses such factors as human freedom, dignity and human agency, that is, the role of people in

development. The HDR argues that development is ultimately a process of enlarging people’s choices,

not just raising national incomes.

The Human Development Report is published in English by Oxford University Press, 2001 Evans Rd.,

Cary, NC 27513, USA. Telephone (919) 677-0977; toll free in the USA (800) 451-7556; fax (919) 677-1303.

ABOUT UNDP: UNDP is the UN’s global development network, advocating for change and connecting

countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help people build a better life. We are on the ground

in 166 countries, working with them on their own solutions to global and national development chal-

lenges. As they develop local capacity, they draw on the people of UNDP and our wide range of partners.


